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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CNS INCREASES INTERNET SPEEDS 

THOMASVILLE, GA – June 24, 2013 – CNS Internet customers may notice a difference in their Internet service 
soon, but it will be a welcome change. On June 26th, CNS will increase its Internet access speeds for customers 
who currently receive 2Mbps and 5 Mbps Internet service. The speed increase will allow customers to enjoy the 
best possible Internet experience, at the greatest possible value. The increased speeds will take effect Wednesday 
morning and will NOT cost customers anything. 

“We wanted to be able to do more for our customers,” said Sheryl Sealy, CNS marketing director. “We already 
provide the most reliable Internet access across all tiers of Internet service. This change will greatly enhance the 
Internet experience for our most popular Internet packages.” 

Customers who are being served with 2Mbps and 5 Mbps access will now be provided with 3 Mbps and 6 Mbps, 
respectively. This means downloads will be faster and customers will experience faster Internet service overall at 
these tiers. 

“To take advantage of these faster speeds, customers will not have to do anything. There will be no increase in 
their bill and they don’t have to opt in to anything. They will just notice an increased speed to their normal 
Internet usage,” Sealy added. 

This is the 2nd time in two years that CNS has increased its Internet access speeds, free of charge, for its 
customers. 

“We are always looking for ways to improve our services and enhance the value we provide. We previously 
increased our Internet speeds as part of our upgrade to the new Data Over Cable Service Interface Specification, 
or DOCSIS.” Sealy said. “This time, we wanted to ensure that, through all service tiers, our customers had the 
fastest experience possible.” 

Call our offices at 229-227-7001 for more information. 
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